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If you're eager to have a baby, doesn't the title say enough? Laugh, cry, share, relate - LOVE this

book and all it offers to your soul. It's wit, wisdom and warmth from an author you'll quickly see as

your sincere fertility-challenged friend. This information-packed, inspiring story is for women who are

struggling with infertility and for those trying to support them. Enjoy an easy-reading journey you'll

remember throughout life. Overwhelmed at the idea of dealing with friends' baby showers,

insurance, husbands, needles, tears, heartbreak and surprises? This book captures it all in a

delightful way that's packed full of truths and challenges to keep you moving forward. Indulge in a

journey - reading this book - that will have you throwing your head back in laughter, curling up in the

comfort of feeling understood, having raw honesty give you permission to be exactly who you are.

Indulge. You deserve this! Get one for your best friend and your mom too.
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Finally, someone gets it right! This isn't "how I finally got pregnant, follow my footsteps and you will

too" rather, "I know how bad it sucks to be in your shoes, here is my advise as to how to deal and

keep your relationships in good standing". She is a christian and makes no secret of that in this

book however, she is real. She lets you know it's ok to be a christian and not feel guilty for being

confused about how "infertility" is part of Gods plan. She also hates the word INFERTILITY! I too

wonder why the Doctor labels us in such a way. I have PCOS and my chart has infertility written all

over it. I HATE that word! I am not infertile just challenged! I read this book via my Kindle Fire and



have already loaned it to a close friend that means well but I know she feels at a loss for words and

doesn't really know how to approach me sometimes. I know this book will be read over again by

myself. It's like an old friend. I am considering buying the hard copy so I can make notes and

highlight. She recommends several other books and gives lots of good advise. God bless Kristine

Waits for writing this book and sharing her journey.

My wife loved reading this and shared some of the humorous parts with me.

This book was excellent. It's not a medical perspective. It's not a technical "this is what you should

do" perspective. It's simply a book that says "you are not alone". In a time when everyone I know is

getting pregnant, and it feels like I'm being isolated and left behind, this book gave me comfort.

Thank you Kristine for writing it. I wish I could meet you in person to give you a hug!

In case you didn't get it from the title of this review,I love this book. It's like sitting down with a

girlfriend going through a similar situation. I was also surprised that she incorporated so much of her

faith in the book, however for me, it was a most pleasant surprise. She wrote everything that I have

felt along this roller coaster ride including questioning your faith at some points. I can't say enough

how much this book did for me by validating I am not along and others who have experienced the

big I word have had similar if not the same feelings. I thank her for sharing her story with us!

While this is the first and only book I've read on infertility, it is exactly what I needed. I can relate to

the author's feelings in many ways. No, it isn't necessarily "new" info. But it is ever so helpful and

hopeful to read Kristine Ireland Waits' story and feel a little less alone and I like the balance

between the "Christian flair" and the "wordly tone". Thanks, Kristine for sharing your experience!

This book was a godsend. Going through the same thing, it was wonderful to commiserate with

another about the whole experience. I laughed, cried and made snotty faces while reading this

book. Kudos to Ms Waits for writing exactly what I (and I'm sure MANY others) am thinking. If you're

going through the fertility gauntlet - read this book. If you know someone, whether it's your wife,

partner, friend, sister, whatever - READ THIS BOOK! It offers a little guidance as to why we may be

acting crazy and what we're thinking and going through.

Thanks a lot for writing this! It's a witty and funny but deeply emotional expression of the daily



struggles every fertility challenged woman can identify with. I was laughing and crying at the

end-thanks for giving me the much needed fire to keep going!

It was a really good book. Reading it was like talking to your best friend, who is having the same

issues you are. Kristine puts such a wonderful spin to crappy situation. She has a litle note for the

reader that as you read it you can feel the emotion she put into the note and what she is putting into

the book. As I read the book it felt like I was proof reading my own words..spot on. She makes light

at just the right moments. Damn drunken cheerleaders!
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